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As an undergraduate geography major, I longed to see myself in scholarship that brought 

together my interests in space, US Latines, and social movements. An advisor, Paul Jackson, 

introduced me to Laura Pulido’s (2006) Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left, and I further yearned to 

read about race and place in geography. Juan Herrera’s Cartographic Memory is such a book. It 

introduces its audiences—college students, geographers, and those animated by studies of 

spaces—to important ideas in geography, ethnic studies, and Latina/o studies. Cartographic 

Memory weaves a persuasive argument about how 1960s and 1970s social movement activism 

shaped and continues to contour the Fruitvale neighbourhood of Oakland, California. It asks, 

what happens after social movement activism? How do cartographic memories reveal social 

movement activists’ role in producing space? How does this analytic challenge both history and 

geography? This interdisciplinary book demonstrates what a capacious study of Latinx 

geographies looks like and situates itself within significant conversations about the social and 

material connections between African Americans and Latinos. An intimate account of a place 

meaningful to Herrera, Cartographic Memory shows how Fruitvale’s residents remember social 

movement achievements and how spaces can be read as archives of the past. 

Herrera’s main analytic of cartographic memory unpacks the legacies of social movement 

activism in a historical and geographic account. Cartographic memory, as a concept and 

methodological tool, is “a practice activists deployed and a framework for understanding how 

leaders defined their activities through the invocation and graphing of space” (p.14). Herrera 

utilises cartographic memory to emphasise the geographic nature of activists’ memories, often 

making visible activists’ effect on the built environment. As such, it reveals how Mexican 

American and Chicana/o/x activists participated in productions of space and how those spaces 

shaped social relations. This place-making was political, as cartographic memories expose “the 

centrality of space in negotiations of power” (p.15). Herrera provides a spatial approach to a 
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historical and ethnographic project that emphasises people’s memories and recollections as 

situated, geographic forms of knowledge. 

 Chapter 1, “Making Place”, centres activists’ cartographic memories to illuminate how 

social movement activism shapes Fruitvale despite the relegation of the Chicano movement to 

the distant past. The interlocutors directed Herrera towards the built environment, such as 

specific buildings or lots, and shared that these developments emerged out of the activism of the 

1960s and 1970s. They spoke of the physical changes—infrastructural improvements—that 

Fruitvale underwent, unlike other areas. Furthermore, due to their deep emotional bonds to 

specific geographies, activists recalled now-defunct grassroots organisations through invocations 

of them in spaces that no longer resemble what they used to be. Their absence in the landscape 

contrasted with participants’ cartographic memories. This chapter introduces topics found in 

subsequent chapters and thus can be assigned to establish geographic concepts of space and 

place. It unpacks cartographic memory as an analytic to make sense of how the past continues to 

affect the present, as participants’ memories brought meaning back to seemingly depoliticised 

spaces. Ultimately, the chapter reveals the multiplicity of political actors and organisations that 

produced the neighbourhood as a geography of activism. 

 In Chapter 2, Herrera examines the role of Mexican American and Chicano non-profit 

organisations in the development of space. He suggests the importance of spatialising archival 

sources, as historical processes are spatial (p.63). Taking a comparative approach, this chapter is 

exemplary for those interested in following non-profit funding sources after WWII. Similarly, 

Chapter 3 considers a critical juncture of social movements: their aftermath. What happens when 

a revolution—street protests and direct action—is interrupted by a shift in the private 

philanthropy landscape? Through the case of the Unity Council (UC), Herrera describes the shift 

from radical forms of organising to “more appropriate and moderate” modes of mobilising as 

social movement institutionalisation (p.91), a process that is described as the end of the social 

movement itself. He examines residents’ political challenges to institutional inequalities to the 

production of space (who receives funding, and where), and debates shaping the discursive field 

of what could be funded. As activists confronted obstacles to acquiring funds for events that led 

to radical efforts, they redirected their energy towards efforts to shape the built environment and 
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infrastructural improvements. Herrera explores this “interruption” as social movements move 

from grassroots organising to non-profit development. This chapter posits that social movement 

institutionalisation continues the project of shaping and producing space, a significant 

contribution to social movement literature. 

 In Chapter 4, Herrera extends the institutionalisation of social movements to examine 

their contemporary manifestations and suggests that these organisations may use their past as a 

powerful tool in mobilising specific, material projects. The author examines how “the Unity 

Council advanced a social movement mandate of community improvement to solidify its claims 

to power” (p.116). Fruitvale Village is a site through which the UC politicised its historical care 

of the neighbourhood, a past that hinged on its social movement origins (p.117). Initially, 

Fruitvale Station was perceived as a node from which to protect BART riders, a site frequently 

forgotten for development. The UC accomplished this image by juxtaposing itself against a 

disinterested state and private sector investors, portraying itself as the voice of the community, 

and celebrating and marketing the region’s Latinidad. US Latine culture was marshalled as a 

marketable commodity to brand the neighbourhood and residents (p.136). I especially 

appreciated this chapter for Herrera’s careful attention and insights into how a place—Fruitvale 

Village—can become sutured with Latinidad for the purpose of development (p.141), and how 

proponents may utilise the notion of “community” to represent it and the project as 

“development for the people”. Businesses and local organisations have established services in 

Fruitvale Village, including a contentious afterschool programme from tech giant Google 

(p.140). Fruitvale Village provides an excellent example for how contemporary landscapes are 

political battlegrounds for claims to power through development. 

 Chapter 5 investigates the Fruitvale neighbourhood as a place connected to others. 

Through his conversations with activists, Herrera notes that people’s memories exemplified “the 

vast and robust connections that activists created beyond the specific geographic confines of the 

neighborhood” (p.148), a significant dimension of the social movement production of space. He 

frames spaces as interlinkages between people, places, cultures, and politics, guiding readers 

through various examples of this mutual constitution of spatialities (p.150): United Farm 

Workers and the struggle of farm labour, La CAUSA and the neighbourhood’s role in the 
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development of Chicano studies curricula, Merritt College and COMEXAZ. For Herrera, the 

neighbourhood serves as a significant scale through which activists organised solidarity 

movements and made transnational connections at the state, national, and global levels (p.164). 

Cartographic Memory’s conclusion assembles various facets of Herrera’s argument. Social 

movements indeed possess an underexamined afterlife that merits further research. His main 

analytic of cartographic memory reveals how activists often remember their experiences 

“through invocations of place” (p.176). I found Herrera’s description of urban space “as an 

archive of social movement struggle” (p.178) as particularly resonant to my own learning. 

Geography attends to the construction of our landscapes, and I appreciated the attention to the 

role of Latinidad in the formation of place as palimpsest, as there are some layers of history that 

are differently visible to us depending on our positionality. 

Herrera’s focus on the Fruitvale neighbourhood enables him to explore spatial processes 

at the micro scale. Cartographic Memory joins other recent books that interrogate Latines, 

comparative racialisation, and place-making throughout the United States (see Carpio 2019; 

Cheng 2013; Guerrero 2017). Non-profit organisations are complicated by their imbricate 

philanthropies yet other scholarship has affirmed the potential of these sites to advance social 

justice even within these constraints, as seen in Madelaine Cahuas’ (2019, 2021) scholarship on 

women and non-binary Latinx community workers in Toronto’s non-profit sector. The book can 

be paired with Margaret Ramírez’s (2020) article on the policing of Black and Latinx 

geographies in Oakland, wherein Fruitvale is one neighbourhood in which the city implemented 

a gang injunction zone. Cartographic Memory’s story about predominantly Mexican American 

and Chicane activists, alongside an analysis of African American social movements and non-

profit work, provides Latine studies scholars a way to think about the legacies of social 

movement activism geographically. In many ways, our past is our present and future, and we 

often live and remember them through place. I look forward to reading this text in my upcoming 

Latinx Geographies senior seminar with undergraduate students at Williams College. 
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